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LOCAL SOAP RETAILER REINFORCES COMMITMENT TO ALL 
THINGS CLEAN WITH NEW ZERO WASTE INITIATIVE 

Local Refill Delivery Service Takes on New Initiative to Mindfully Dispose of the Unrecyclable 
 

Toronto, Ontario, March 26, 2019 - The Saponetti Depot, Toronto’s first soap refill delivery 
service, is offering their clients interested in adopting a zero waste lifestyle with a solution to 
properly dispose of their used toothbrushes and other oral care waste. Considering that less than 
eleven percent of Canada’s plastic is recycled according to Environmental Defense Canada, a Zero 
Waste Box is an effective way to keep plastic waste from getting landfilled, incinerated or 
contaminating ecosystems as litter.  
 
“Pivoting towards a more sustainable lifestyle can seem daunting,” says Nikki Self, Founder and 
CEO at Saponetti. “But by turning to a company like TerraCycle makes it easy, convenient and 
immediately assuages those worries. Part of the Saponetti Depot’s core values is to collaborate 
with businesses who are conscientious, effective and environmentally-friendly. They believe that 
through this collaboration, they are better able to expose people to the variety of solutions 
available.” 
 
By placing TerraCycle’s Oral Care Zero Waste Boxes in their brick-and-mortar location, 
consumers can visit during business hours to drop-off their used plastic toothbrushes, toothpaste, 
floss and more. Once filled, the Zero-Waste Boxes are sent to TerraCycle for processing where the 
waste is recycled for use in new products. Saponetti is also giving customers the option to have 
their waste picked up with their empty mason jars, making this service accessible and even more 
accommodating. 
 
Working together with companies such as The Saponetti Depot, TerraCycle aims to eliminate the 
idea of waste. For more information on TerraCycle, please visit www.terracycle.ca.   
 
About The Saponetti Depot 
Saponetti is Toronto’s first soap refill delivery service, offering the city guilt-free access to 
everyday use products like hand soaps, laundry detergent, shampoo, conditioner, deodorant and 
toothpaste in a circular fashion– refilling their pre-existing packaging or renting mason jars. At 
bulk prices and with electric vehicle delivery, Saponetti co-founders Nikki, and Christian ensure 
that living mindfully and earth/human-friendly is not only accessible but effortless. 
 
About TerraCycle 
TerraCycle is an innovative waste management company with a mission to eliminate the idea of 
waste®. Operating nationally across 21 countries, TerraCycle partners with leading consumer 
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product companies, retailers, cities, and facilities to recycle products and packages, from dirty 
diapers to cigarette butts, that would otherwise end up being landfilled or incinerated. In addition, 
TerraCycle works with leading consumer product companies to integrate hard to recycle waste 
streams, such as ocean plastic, into their products and packaging. TerraCycle has won over 200 
awards for sustainability and has donated over $44 million to schools and charities since its 
founding 15 years ago. To learn more about TerraCycle or get involved in its recycling programs, 
please visit www.terracycle.com.  
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